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We are defined by a commitment to our students,

and inspired by their determination. 

Each of them is remarkable. 

Learning and growing in a secure and nurturing environment,

they develop the skills necessary to overcome challenges. 

They learn from us, but we also learn from them. 

Listening and observing, encouraging and teaching,

we work closely with their families to instill self-confidence

and build a strong foundation for lifelong independence. 

We view their future with unwavering optimism.

WE ARE THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL.

UNCOVERING THE SPECIALNESS IN EVERY CHILD ™

The Gillen Brewer School
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Dear Gillen Brewer Community, 

Nearly 25 years ago, the Gillen Brewer School started with only one 

student and an overwhelming desire to make a difference for children

with language-based and non-verbal learning disabilities. Today, our

school has 90 students, 60 highly qualified and dedicated staff, and 

the same powerful desire to make a difference. 

Today, our optimism is unwavering, yet we continue to be challenged

with the ever-increasing difference between the cost of a Gillen Brewer

education and the funding we receive from New York State. As a result, 

we are dependent on the generous gifts of the Gillen Brewer 

community, and are fortunate to receive support from current parents,

alumni parents, grandparents, trustees, friends, and organizations. 

In the 2015-2016 year, we raised $1.87M to support our program. Every

gift counts, and every donor matters. Your steadfast support allows us 

to sustain our year-round program for our wonderful students, and we

couldn’t do it without you. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

donna Kennedy Kathryn Tyree
Head of School Board Chair and Alumni Parent

“From the beginning, the mission of 
The Gillen Brewer School was simple—to make a difference 

in the lives of children. Our dream was to build a school 
that would be an educational haven for parents and families.

Our success in fulfilling this dream has surpassed all 
expectations. Twenty-five years later, our thriving community

continues to embody the founding mission, while 
uncovering the specialness in every child.”

laura Bilicic

co-founder, The Gillen Brewer School
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The Gillen Brewer School was founded in 1992 by 
laura Bilicic and laurie dubos as a school for children 

with significant learning challenges. 

As special education teachers, they saw the overwhelming need for a school in 
New York City where families with children who have significant special needs would 
be welcomed, educated and supported. The founders believed that a knowledgeable
and informed family was invaluable to each child’s overall education. To underscore 
the importance of family, the school was named after the founders’ grandmothers, 
Mattie Gillen and Virginia Brewer.  

The school opened in 1992 with one student and added classes until it reached 
48 students from Pre-K through second grade. Forty-eight students were housed in
what had once been the servants’ quarters of a stately mansion on Park Avenue. It 
soon became apparent that more room was needed, not only to accommodate more 
students, but also to house the ever expanding academic and therapeutic programs. 
In 2003, under the leadership of Board Chairman Henry B. Schacht and newly 
appointed Head of School, Donna Kennedy, the school began a search for a new 
location. In August 2005, the school moved to its current location at 410 East 92nd
Street. The school currently has 90 students and 60 staff.

OUR HISTORY

“We are ever so grateful for the support and tools that
were provided… It is evident that your school’s mission
has been achieved and continues to impact the lives of 

students well aster they have lest the school.”
An Alumni Parent
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

Kathryn George Tyree, Chair
henry B. Schacht, Chairman Emeritus
lawrence w. leighton, Treasurer
laura Bilicic, Secretary
neal meltzer
nancy Parker
James Shipp

BOARD OF ADVISORS

frank d’amelio
mark hickson
Pat russo
rick Segal
Paul Tagliabue
John l. vogelstein

ADMINISTRATION

donna Kennedy, Head of School
dr. cathy Kaufman iger, Assistant Head of School and 

Head of Psychology Department
Sharon Slate, Chief Financial Officer
caitlin Terry, Director of Development and Advancement
Joe Surak, Director of Admissions
monica fishman, Elementary Program Director
Kara marks, Early Childhood Program Director
Paul dentrone, IT and Systems Coordinator
Stacey marye, School Nurse
Krista Jacobsen, Development Associate 
Joline robles, Administrative Assistant and 

Assistant to Head of School
ida Sacconi, Receptionist and Administrative Assistant

EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM
Kara marks, Director
amanda Siegman, Head Teacher
abigail Burch, Head Teacher
carly furino, Head Teacher
melissa Smith, Head Teacher
lauren Kowalski, Co-Head Teacher
melanie matos, Co-Head Teacher
hilary colon, Assistant Teacher
Samuel circh, Assistant Teacher
Kathleen doyle, Assistant Teacher
margo lash, Assistant Teacher
Jennifer lee, Assistant Teacher
Sabrina Samaroo, Assistant Teacher
cheri Taylor, Assistant Teacher

ELEMENTARY PROGRAM
monica fishman, Director
Sarah cox, Head Teacher
linda delaney, Head Teacher
emmy mlawer, Head Teacher
Sarah rosati, Head Teacher
michelle Snyder, Head Teacher
Samantha antonacchio, assistant Teacher
courtney Benson, Assistant Teacher
aimee Buszka, Assistant Teacher
Sammy cotumaccio, Assistant Teacher
ashley dallas, Assistant Teacher
mary flieger, Assistant Teacher
Kristin Paresi, Assistant Teacher
rebecca Skolnick, Assistant Teacher
hannah Sorgi, Assistant Teacher
doriana Stern, Assistant Teacher
claire Swinney, Assistant Teacher
danielle wolkowicz, Assistant Teacher

ART, MUSIC AND SCIENCE
Kate Gugliotta, Art Teacher
Braque hershberger, Science Teacher
robert Kennedy, Music Teacher

SPEECH AND LANGUAGE 
PATHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
holly Thomas, Head of Department
Jane enright, Pathologist
Jennifer hogan, Pathologist
nicole Klein, Pathologist
daria morganstern, Pathologist

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
DEPARTMENT
Shannie easterby, Head of Department
Kelly Borbely, Therapist
Brittany Blacker, Therapist
Sarah leventhal, Therapist
Katie Plunkett, Therapist
erica yauri Quizhpi, Therapist

PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
dr. cathy Kaufman iger, Head of Department
dr. audrey halpern, Psychologist
dr. Benjamin Klein, Psychologist
dr. carli Koch, Psychologist
dr. middy whelley, Psychologist

BOARD OF TRUSTEES, BOARD OF ADVISORS, 
ADMINISTRATION 2015-2016

STAFF 2015-2016

“I am amazed by 
the work all of you do
and have such a heart
spilling with gratitude

right now. We look 
forward to keeping 

in touch.”
an alumni Parent
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Thanks to the partnership with our generous donors, the Gillen Brewer
School is a leader in special education, providing students with 
learning experiences that transform each and every one of their lives.

annual appeal $805,322.40 43%
annual Benefit $500,960.50 27%
Special funds & Grants $89,025.00 4%
annual Gala with autism Speaks $479,000.00 26%
Total $1,874,307.90

FINANCIAL SUMMARY 2015 - 2016

FUNDRAISING REVENUE

We depend on charitable contributions to fund the essential and exceptional programs
that make Gillen Brewer such a unique place for children living with special needs.  

While we are funded by the New York City Department of Education, their funding
does not cover the full cost of the enhanced, comprehensive program that is so 
essential for our students and makes Gillen Brewer so different from other schools.  
The average annual shortfall is $25,000 per student and we rely on the support of
friends like you to make up this gap.

Your gift to Gillen Brewer allows us to continue to provide initiatives, including:

• Student and Family Therapy

• Art, Science and Music Classes

• Health and Fitness Programs at Asphalt Green 

• State-of-the-Art Facilities and Technology

• Chess Classes

• Pet Partnerships and Art Farm

• Unique Integrated Therapeutic and Academic Program

• Competitive Salaries for Our Talented Faculty and Staff

SUPPORTING GILLEN BREWER: 
A CRITICAL NEED

The Average Annual Shortfall is $25,000 per Student
$1.87M RAISED
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our 4:1:2 claSS
In July 2015, we successfully launched our first 4:1:2 class in order to serve more students
who can benefit from Gillen Brewer’s approach but for whom a smaller class size is 
beneficial.  This private class serves four students and is taught by Gillen Brewer’s highly
trained and talented staff and a highly trained LPN nurse who also serves as an assistant
teacher. As thought leaders in the world of educating children who learn differently, we 
developed this unique model in order to serve this “small but mighty” group of learners. 

Science in The arTS 
Teacher’s College at Columbia 
University supported the Art 
Department with a grant called 
Resources for Classroom Programs,
which Kate, our art teacher, used for a
photography project with the Dragons
and Dimorphodons. Not only did the
students learn all types of photographic
techniques and practice them on a walk
through the neighborhood, they were
able to wear their photos! Using a
solar-printing technique called Lumi
Ink-O-Dye, they added a light-sensitive liquid to their t-shirts and then layered on an 
inverted image of their selected photograph. 

Microsoft’s Innovative Educator Program provided a grant to 
encourage innovative and engaging classroom instruction. 
This gift was in response to GBS’ application and lesson plan, 
which were evaluated based on criteria including dynamic use 
of materials, differentiated instruction, and fostering a sense of 
creative energy among students. This grant was used for a hair
sculpture project with the Ladybugs and Puffins. After reflecting 
on their cultural identity, students created wearable hair 
sculptures and modeled them in a fashion show. 

2015-2016
PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

One of the Puffins models 
his hair sculpture

in Science 
During the 2015-16 year, we expanded our egg-to-chick project in the Ladybugs’ and Puffins’
classrooms to include duck hatching. We hatched three beautiful ducklings in addition to our

24 chickens. These hatching projects are examples of project-based
learning, where students investigate a topic across subjects and 
activities, tying in literacy, math, science, social studies and the arts
to make learning meaningful. These projects offer students with 
a variety of strengths and learning challenges the opportunity to
access the curriculum. 

Our robotics program was underway during the summer. The 
students used LEGO Mindstorms robot kits to build real, working 
robots with a partner. These projects require planning, attention 
to detail, and above all, teamwork.

The robotics project appealed to our students’ interest in
technology while requiring them to learn and practice 
21st-century electronics skills such as laptop usage, USB
connections, using a file system, and elementary visual 
programming.

Students also built terrarium projects in recycled plastic 
bottles. These self-sustaining habitats exhibited many 
features of nature, including the life cycles of plants, animals
and fungi, the water cycle, and even pollution. Students
then headed to Carl Schurz Park to collect some living 
samples from our local habitat to add to their projects. 
As the small habitats inside these bottles changed and grew in the classroom, students expe-
rienced natural processes in a concrete and focused way that appealed to all of our learners.

SnaPShoTS inSide and 
ouTSide The claSSroom 
To end a social studies unit on culture, the Sea Hawks hosted a 
Cultural Gala. After learning about the different cultural practices
and the cultural demonstrations of their countries, including 
holidays, language, sports, foods, and clothing, and also researching
different artifacts that each family sent in, each student had a table
set up with his or her research, cultural artifacts, flag, and pictures.
Many parents sent in wonderful treats and visitors enjoyed asking
the Sea Hawks about their cultures. 

Sea Hawks cultural gala

Making Robots

Things that fly by their own natural power
was the theme for the 2015-2016 school year

10 The Gillen Brewer School             

Dragons and Dimorphodons t-shirt printing project

Duckling hatching



Thanks to a generous donation from
the Fallis family, who won this exciting 
opportunity at the 2016 GBS Benefit,
the Dimorphodons were able to take a
once in a lifetime trip to tour the CNN
studios in Columbus Circle. They went
on set of the news show “At This Hour,”
and got to meet John Berman, one of
the hosts. They walked through the
news and control rooms and got 
insight on all of the different jobs, 
including the editors, journalists, and
cameramen. During lunch overlooking

Central Park, students were able to ask their own questions to Andrew Morse (CNN 
Executive Vice President) and Jim Sciutto (Chief National Security Correspondent).

At the end of a unit on the Gingerbread
Man, the Ducklings showcased their 
acting skills and performed their play,
the Gingerbread Man, for an audience 
of parents and friends.
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Dimorphodons visit CNN

2015-2016
PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

Ducklings performing the “Gingerbread Man”

“I have great memories of The Gillen Brewer School… 
I love and will always remember the great times I had

here with the best people in the world.”
An Alum

“This school…teaches you how to love and be a family.
They always have your back. ”

An Alum
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2015-2016 EVENTS

GrandParenTS’ day
This was a great day in which students paid tribute to their grandparents and their 
grandparents learned about our special community. Students invited grandparents to join
them in their classrooms for a fun-filled day of collaborative activities and treats. The visit
also included a synopsis of the school with Donna Kennedy, Head of School, and the 
Heads of the Therapy Departments.

fall family fun day
This community event for Gillen Brewer families, friends and alumni was held in the 
Catbird Playground at Carl Schurz Park. Students and families enjoyed fall crafts, games,
prizes and a potluck breakfast.

ThanKSGivinG feaST
Parents joined the students in the classrooms for a potluck meal provided by the families
and enjoyed the opportunity to share in traditions while gathering as a community and
pausing for a moment of thanks.

viP day
On VIP Day, each student invited a special guest to visit their classroom. Each classroom 
welcomed their VIPs in a different way, from designing and illustrating books about their
countries of cultural origin, to making a rainbow fruit salad to celebrate the end of color
weeks, to going on a scavenger hunt. We were happy to welcome over 50 VIPs to GBS! 

winTer family fun day, Screen free weeK & BooK fair
Winter Family Fun Day gave us a great way to beat the winter doldrums with fun activities
for children of all ages at the school.  Students enjoyed magic shows, festive crafts, games,
a potluck brunch and a special chess simul conducted by former Gillen Brewer School 
parent Yigal Nochomovitz, Ph.D.

Winter Family Fun Day and the Scholastic Book Fair kicked off Screen Free Week, a week of
non-electronic activities. Families were encouraged to put away the electronics and spend
time together reading, playing games and using their creative minds.

alumni Panel & uPPer School dance
Moving-on and aging out students and all Gillen Brewer parents were invited to come listen
and talk to a panel of alumni students about “Life After Gillen Brewer.” Questions about
friends, homework, and adjusting to a new school were all addressed. After the panel, the
alumni joined the 3 oldest classes at GBS for a parent-free dance upstairs while parents 
enjoyed a cocktail party downstairs with Donna Kennedy and Cathy Kaufman Iger.

achievemenT ceremony
The 2016 Achievement Ceremony was conducted in a new format that fostered a more 
intimate experience for the parents and students. Students were divided into three separate
groups according to age, with three separate performances. This allowed for a more 
individualized, age-appropriate set of songs that the students could share with their parents,
caregivers, and friends. Learning and practicing these songs was a highlight of the music 
program this year.

Summer arT & Science exhiBiT
The Gillen Brewer School families were invited to view artwork and science projects created
by the students in July and August. The robotics unit is a summer tradition at Gillen Brewer
and is coordinated by science teacher, Braque Hershberger. Braque worked with Gillen
Brewer’s oldest students building robots using LEGOS NXT kits and programmed them using
a visual interface on a laptop. These projects help students to combine math, science and 
creative skills to solve problems and have fun. Art Teacher Kate Gugliotta’s summer theme
was the fusion of art and technology. By combining traditional art materials with new 
technology tools, such as Squishy Circuits, LED Lights and littleBits Circuits, students learned
to explore and express their ideas in a new and exciting way. 

field day
Rain didn’t put a damper on our Field Day! After lunch, students 
enjoyed an indoor field day with different school-wide activities 
ranging from watching movies and sand art to a dance party 
in the music room. We ended the day with popsicles in each 
classroom. What a great way to end our summer session!

uncoverinG SPecialneSS™         ONE EVENT AT A TIME

“I always look forward to visiting 
Gillen Brewer and seeing my old friends 

at the Family Fun Day events.”
An Alum
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Thank you to everyone who joined us 
for the GBS Benefit, Soar to New Heights,
held April 18th at the Lighthouse at 
Chelsea Piers. 

The Benefit honored Jerry Pinkney, Gillen
Brewer great-grandparent and Caldecott
Medal-winning children’s book illustrator. 
The event also featured a musical perform-
ance by GBS alumnus Dom Gervais, who is
currently studying music at Berklee College 
of Music in Boston, MA. Parents, staff, friends,
alumni parents, and trustees all gathered to
celebrate our school, and the event raised
over $500,000 to support GBS! 

These funds raised are critical to our mission,
allowing us to continue helping our students
overcome challenges and build foundations
for productive and independent lives.

THE 2016 GILLEN BREWER ANNUAL BENEFIT:
“SOAR TO NEW HEIGHTS”

Honoree Jerry Pinkney 

Alumni performer Dom Gervais

The GBS Board of Trustees with Donna Kennedy

On May 9, GBS participated in Lead Off for a Cure,
an evening benefiting Autism Speaks and GBS in
partnership with Major League Baseball. The
event raised $479,000 for GBS. Lead Off for a Cure
took place at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
and it was an honor for GBS alumnus Michael
Rock to take the stage. Displaying his ease with
public speaking, Michael confidently spoke 
about his life experiences and the foundation 
he built during preschool at Gillen Brewer.
Michael received a standing ovation after his
moving remarks.

Alumnus Michael Rock sharing his
story at the Autism Speaks Benefit

THE AUTISM SPEAKS BENEFIT:
“LEAD OFF FOR A CURE”

OVER
$500,000

RAISED
to strengthen 
our program

Suzanne wright, co-founder of autism Speaks, passed away in July after 
a 9 month battle with pancreatic cancer. as you know, autism Speaks is
the most prominent leading national organization whose mission is to
change the future for all who struggle with autism spectrum disorder.
Suzanne wright, and her husband, Bob, founded autism Speaks in 2005,
following their grandson’s diagnosis. Suzanne has described how she 
and her husband founded the charity to help families that don't have 
resources to best approach an autism diagnosis, saying, 

“It was unconscionable that millions of families across the country
were not being accepted into the community that needed help.

They were just ignored, and that's why we fought so hard.”

Gillen Brewer has partnered with autism Speaks since its inception. our partnership revolves
around the annual autism Speaks benefit, in partnership with major sports affiliations. This benefit
raises awareness for autism and funding for autism research, and raises significant funds and 
recognition for Gillen Brewer. 

our mission statement includes providing a nurturing and supportive environment where 
children feel accepted, partnering with our families, and encouraging our students to advocate for 
themselves.  Suzanne wright has been a global advocate for our students and families. under her
leadership, autism Speaks has educated the world about autism, lobbied for laws that help families
caring for children with autism, worked with the united nations to establish world autism 
awareness day, and raised millions of dollars for autism research. The world has truly lost one of 
the greatest advocates of our time.  we will celebrate Suzanne’s life by carrying on in our advocacy
for all children with special needs and recognizing that one person can indeed make a world 
of difference.

Suzanne Wright
Co-founder of Autism Speaks



GENEROUS DONATIONS 
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cheryl and Jeff abegglen
devon addonizio
lane addonizio
vivette ancona
rebecca fisher and mans angantyr
yuliana and angel angelov
Samantha antonacchio
nicole antonacchio
nicole and leo arnaboldi
Sarah rosati and Patrick Babis
lorraine and Joe Bajada
anya Barak
elizabeth esterling-Barbier and             

alfredo Barbier
haydee and alain Belda
colleen and Bradley Bell
nirit Ben-ami
courtney Benson
holly and michael Berfield
Shoshana dachs Bergman
Kathleen and hans Bernier
michelle Berrio
nina and matt Bershadker
Julie and michael Betesh
danielle Bias
linda and ralph Biderman
laura and George Bilicic
Jennifer and adam Bitterman
Gigi and dieter Blenneman
Jorge Bolanos
nancy Bolmeier fisher
John Booth
Kelly Borbely
Janet and michael Brewer

lisa and Timothy Broadbent
Seeley Brooks
rosemarie Burkhardt and 

donald Brout
colene and harold Brown
andrew Brownstein
nora and charlie Bumb
Sally and Tim Burch
henry Burnett
fran and Barry Burnston
Kim and Kurt Butenhoff
Sally and Sam Butler
anita and andrew campbell
Jason canidate
robyne and abel carrasquillo
Serena and Steve castellano
Jenny Soriano and francisco castillo
miozoty and Sandy castillo
diana and ramiro cavazos
Terry chabrowe
Jennifer and anish chakravorty
noah chamoy
Patricia chamoy
elbert chiang
hisu chang and Peter chiu
fanny and Paul chiu
rebecca cohn
Jim collins
Jessica colombo
hilary colon
Keily concepcion
Scott cowan
Janet and don cowan
Sarah cox

michelle and Brad cuddeback
leni, alex and austin cummins
elizabeth martin and marshall curry
Jesse cutler
norah and John daly
frank d'amelio
christiana damm
Peggy and richard danziger
alison de noia
Betty and Pete dehebreard
linda and michael delaney
helen and manny demos
Paul dentrone
idania varillas and 

hristian diamandiev
Tara and Jesse diamond
laura and Steve diamond
Gretchen and matt dinapoli
Tamesha abson and Jeffrey douglas
Kathleen doyle
miriam and milton dreisinger
nicole and andrew dresher
harriet and alan dresher
Tom duBos
Shannie easterby
Jarett edwards
lisa edwards-nazario
margot and eric egan
laTasha ellis
Jessica ellish
laurel coben and Travis epes 
claire and Gary epstein
evelyn epstein
virginia and remmy ernest

elizabeth and Jean-marie eveillard
Gwenn Kalow and andrew fallis
Karen and harvey fallis
Beth Saunders and ali farahnakian
elaina larusso and richard ferrari
Bonnie Baker and henry fisher
mary and Scott flieger
Julie north and will fogg
marilu Johnson and luis frias
andrea frisch-hara
diane Goldin and Kenny funk
mariam and hasseye Gamby
Porfirio Garcia
Katie and Bill Garland
eva and michael Gaw
Steve Geisler
nathalie and Quintin George
victor Geraci
roberta Gfeller
Sari Glickstein
caroline and michel Glouchevitch
marina Godina
Barbara and Shel Goldberg
Shari and Josh Goldberg
faith Braverman and carey Goldfine
lisa and evan Goldfine
amy Goldman
fern Portnoy and roger Goldman
Tamara rosenthal and 

randal Goldstein
Susannah and Bernard Goldstein
Judy Goldstein
randye Goldstein
Benjamin Good

Jane and mark Greene
Jill and Joel Greenstein
Beth and Jared Greisman
alfred Greisman
Janet Grillo
Paula Silverman and Jeff Guttenplan
audrey halpern
Kay and lowell hansen
Johna and Jonathan hansen
James harding
allison and Travis hartman
ellen and michael heckler
mary and Jim henderson
ilyssa henle
Braque hershberger
mark hickson
melissa and eric hilfers
helen and edward hintz
michael Breault and Gordon hoppe
franca Gioia and robert horton
deeanne and don hunstein
monica fishman and 

david iankelevich
cathy Kaufman iger and mark iger
Suzanne inskip
lori ireland
megan and Tom irwin
howard isaacson 
Kara welsh and ian Jackman
Sofia Sokolov and doug Jacob
linda and art Jacobson
carol and mark Jaffe
Spela Sterle and Jordan Jan
Gloria Johnson 

marion Katzive
florence Kaufman
Sheryl and chip Kaye
donna and robert Kennedy
robert Kindler
Benjamin Klein
Jane and robert Klein
Suzanne Knaster
Kate Gugliotta and Branden Koch
Kaitlyn and Brad Konstandt
Silvia ostrower and Gabriel Korinman
lauri and eric Kotcher
liliana menalled and ariel Kulkin
laBarge family
Sheila labrecque
emily and derrick ladd
maria and michael lanzarone
Joann larusso
lauren leddy
Jennifer lee
francine and william lee
Karen chase and lawrence leighton
michelle lemons
adam lerea
Sarah leventhal
abigail levy and Bruce levine
norma and donald levine
Paulina levine
cynthia and Steve levine
eric levy
ellen and mark levy
dawn Kellman and david lock
rita lock
marisa cotrina and Juan lopez

Thanks to your generosity, The Gillen Brewer School raised $1.87M in the 2015-2016 year.
Gillen Brewer is a highly-recognized thought leader in special education, providing 
students with learning experiences that transform their lives while uncovering the 
specialness in every child. None of this would be possible without your support. 

GivinG By conSTiTuency
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ThanK you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
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carrie and william millis
meghan and douglas millowitz
Stacey and richard milman
larry milman
matthew mirman
Jacqueline and noah mittman
Katherine moore
robin and Kenny morgan
melissa moritz
Stephanie mortimore
hilary and Jeffrey moses
Teresa and Patrick murphy
lisa manetta-negrette and

Giovanni negrette
lisa lieberman and Bill nelson
olga and maksim nikolayev
Jennifer nordstrom
michele and michael o'Brein
carol and Steve o’day
Kate and Tim o’neill

claudine and robert o’rourke
yoshiko Paden
nancy and allen Parker
olena Paslawsky
Bettina Patterson
michele Singer and isaac Peachin
lauren and Benjamin Pearlman
fanny Pearlman
nicole Pearlman
Patty and Greg Penske
nasim Peretsman
Troy Pinkney-ragsdale
Kimberly Piorkowski
Kate Plunkett
Sharon and Jay Podolsky
wendy and ira Pollack
yvonne and leslie Pollack
Jane moray and Greg Porter
cynthia Boxrud and Scott Powell
Jane and anthony Providenti
latrelle and ronald Prude
dara and miles ramboyong
andrea and andrew raphael
constance and fred raphael
Stephen reed
carrie Paden rengifo and 

antonio rengifo
deborah rettig
alyceson and Paul reyman
colleen deSalvo and cesar rivera
lakia and michael robinson
Joline robles
Theresa and david rogers
Paul rogers
catherine Zapata and 

abraham romero
louiselle romero
neal rosenberg
Tsvia rosenthal

Patricia and John rosenwald
Theresa rudder
Patricia and frank russo
dee and mark ruza
Patricia ryan-Smith
John Sacco
ida Sacconi
norma and eli Safdieh
Jennifer Saftler
Gayle Pollack and Pamela Sah
marcela Salomon
david Salsberg
migdalia and Paul Sanabria
rosalie and Jesus Sanchez
nancy and henry Schacht
cecilia and Tom Schaeffer
del rae and Tony Schieffer
robbi Schiff
Kathleen and robert Schmitz
Brian Schwartz
linda Schwimmer
debbie Sciortino
monica and rick Segal
Brian maloney and Stelian Serban
heena agrawala and mukesh Shah
Sandra daley-Sharif and ali Sharif
Julia Sharifov
irina and leon Shaulov
Judith Shepherd
davida Sherwood
Kate and Brett Shevack
veronica and Jim Shipp
arlene and Samuel Shlesinger
Phyllis and nathan Shmalo
Jessica Shoffel
rachel Smerd and aaron Shuster
Jodi Goldman and 

richard Siegmeister
rebecca Silber

david Silbering
lilly farahnakian and 

david Silverman
robin and larry Silvers
marilyn and James Simons
Jennifer and ricky Sitomer
rebecca Skolnick
Sharon Slate
Joel herman and milt Sleeter
Susan and Peter Smerd
michelle Snyder
hannah Sorgi
mizue and douglas Stebbins
amelia Gewirtz and 

harold Stephan
angela howard Stone and 

matt Stone
Shelia Stone
Joshua Storck
Gabriela and william Stout
Tara and chris Stutzman
haley and daniel Stutzman
Sara and John Sundheim
claire Swinney
Belda Tabora
chandler and Paul Tagliabue
vinita and Sanjaya Tandon
roni Taradash
Joanne hoffer and lee Tawil
cydney Terreri
catherine and richard Thabit
Kate whitney and 

frank Thomas
holly Thomas
Tracy and christopher Turner
Barbara Tuttle
Kathryn and william Tyree
Kathleen and henry ullman

Jacqueline donohue-ullman
and Brian ullman

mariela uro 
Pamela usdan
elizabeth and ralph uzzo
Sabrina and omar vaishnavi
Tina verdon
Glenda villajuan-Gil
Joseph vitale
Barbara and John vogelstein
daniela and Sinisa vukelic
rosanne and charles watson
anita and craig webb
Julia weidinger
vicki rushakoff and

michael weiner
Bonnie welt
andrea and Pieter wernink
carolyn weston
Susan and david whitehouse
elizabeth wiatt
anita and Byron wien
Jane and mark wilf
linder williams
danielle wolkowicz
may lam and michael wong
Joanne and david woodyard
Julianne woronoff
Smith yewell
Jeffrey yingling
ellen and morris Zedeck
Tiffany and Jeron Zerillo
Katharine and martin Ziga
elizabeth and George Zobitz
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“I met some of my best friends at Gillen Brewer.”
An Alum

The Danny Fiddle Arts Enrichment Fund
This fund was established to create 
community-based opportunities for 
Gillen Brewer students to participate in 
arts-related programs and curriculum that
will enhance their studies and participation
in community life.

The daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
lisa edwards-nazario
Stephanie mortimore
Troy Pinkney-ragsdale

Mariana S. Leighton Fund
This fund supporting the library was 
established in memory of our beloved 
Board member, colleague, and mentor.

Suzanne Knaster
Karen chase and lawrence leighton

Smiling Bauti Fund
This fund was established in memory of 
our beloved student Bauti uro to help the 
school continue to provide a well-rounded
education to a diverse community of learn-
ers from all socioeconomic backgrounds.

lisa edwards-nazario
dawn Kellman and david lock
Troy Pinkney-ragsdale
mariela lazaro de uro and Juan uro
Julia weidinger

DONORS TO 
SPECIAL FUNDS

The Gillen Brewer School 2015-2016 Annual Report acknowledges all gifts received 
between July 1, 2015, and June 30, 2016. Every effort has been made to ensure accuracy.

ThanK you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS
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GENEROUS DONATIONS 
TO THE GILLEN BREWER SCHOOL 2015-2016
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 2015-2016 
annual fund ParTiciPaTion By claSS

affineco, llc
amazon
austin & co.
autism Speaks, inc.
Blue mountain capital management, llc
Broadway Birthday Bashes
Brownington foundation
chapple macaulay foundation
cravath, Swaine & moore
daniel Jordan fiddle foundation
dBJ contracting
dlS design
exxonmobil foundation
Goldman, Sachs & co.

matching Gift Program
harriman foundation Group
health effects institute
henry myers Plumbing and heating
hintz
hunt alternatives
iBm corporation
indigo Studio
ireland family foundation
Jerry Pinkney Studio
Jewish federation of Greater Pittsburgh
law offices of Skyer castro & foley
len camber charitable Trust
michael Gordon foundation, inc.
milman labuda law Group Pllc
mJS foundation
morgan Stanley cyberGrants

ThanK you TO OUR GENEROUS DONORS

moriah fund
Penguin Group (uSa) inc. (Pearson)
Pfizer foundation matching Gifts Program
Pofi construction corp.
Soifer center
Spence-chapin adoption Services
Spencer Stuart SSi (uS) inc.
Summit camp, llc
Target Take charge of education Program
urban muse management
warburg Pincus foundation

corPoraTionS, foundaTionS, orGaniZaTionS 
and maTchinG GifT comPanieS

Bumblebees

Butter�ies

Dimorphodons

Dragons

Ducklings

Ladybugs

Parrots

Pu�ns

Sea Hawks

Starlings

OUR GOAL!
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ACHIEVEMENTS

naiS annual conference
In February, Head of School Donna Kennedy attended the National Association of 
Independent Schools (NAIS) Conference in San Francisco. She and Brett Shevack from Brand
Initiatives Group presented Now, More Than Ever, Schools Need to THINK and ACT Like a Brand.
The presentation got such positive reception, they were asked to present in a webinar for
members all across the country. 

maTh in focuS
In July, Susan Resnick, a specialist for Singapore Math (Math in Focus), trained 20 GBS staff
members in Math in Focus, our new mathematics curriculum. The full-day workshop provided
teachers with an overview and conceptual understanding of the program. Each lesson 
included direct instruction, guided practice, hands-on activities, and independent practice,
while also including opportunities for re-teaching and enrichment activities to meet our 
students’ various learning needs.  The in-service highlighted how mathematical concepts 
are taught with a concrete, pictorial, and abstract learning progression through hands-on 
experiences. The workshop provided the GBS teachers training from the ground up —
from creating lesson plans to implementing them in the classroom.

Theory of mind
In July, six GBS staff members went to the Doubletree Metropolitan Hotel to attend Theory 
of Mind: Strategies to Develop Social Emotional Skills for Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders
and Social Communication. The course taught staff to identify patterns of Theory of Mind and
to engage students in emotional sharing and joint attention.

hiGhScoPe
Early Childhood Program Director, Kara Marks, and Assistant Head of School and Head of the
Psychology Department, Dr. Cathy Kaufman Iger, held a HighScope workshop for GBS staff.
This afternoon workshop focused on problem solving and strategies for acknowledging 
feelings. Participants watched several videos highlighting the problem solving process 
where students’ feelings are acknowledged and validated. Children are encouraged to work
together to come to a mutually agreed upon solution.

nySaiS SPecial educaTion conference
Head of School Donna Kennedy was a member of the founding planning committee for the
first-ever NYSAIS special education conference in New York City. It has become an annual
event. In November, GBS was invited to attend the NYSAIS Special Education Conference, 
a full day event filled with different workshops. The keynote speaker was Andrew Solomon,
who spoke about his experiences and how diversity unites us all. Following Solomon’s 
engaging presentation, staff attended a myriad of workshops pertaining to their own 
professional interests, ranging from integrating technology to interdisciplinary teaching.  
Several Gillen Brewer staff members presented on topics of classroom management, 
supervision, literacy development, and project based learning experiences.
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COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIPS

The Gillen Brewer School is fortunate to have a strong relationship with our neighboring
community. GBS benefits from the support of organizations, individuals, and businesses 
for developing successful community partnerships.

STanley iSaacS
Stanley M. Isaacs Neighborhood Center is a non-profit,
multi-service organization located across the street from
GBS. The center offers a variety of community services 
including programs for senior citizens. The collaboration
between Stanley Isaacs and our Art and Science depart-
ments was the brainchild of a Gillen Brewer parent. The
Parrots and the Sea Hawks participated in conjunction 
with their ongoing life cycle projects. The life cycles 
project entailed both classes planting basil seeds and 
observing and documenting their growth. In preparation for their visit, each of the students
decorated large containers for their plants during art class. Then the students hand delivered
the plants to the seniors and shared a presentation of photos of their hard work.

P.S. 527
This year the Gillen Brewer School piloted a new program with our neighboring school, 
P.S. 527. Five students from the Sea Hawks class integrated with two classes from P.S. 527 
as a part of their Social Action Club. The club focused its efforts on reducing, reusing, and 
recycling materials to cut down on waste that ends up in landfills and eventually in our
oceans. The students collected plastic bottles to show that even though recycling is crucial
we should opt for environmentally-friendly, reusable bottles. Finally, at P.S. 527 the students
attended the recycling assembly where they revealed over 2,000 collected plastic bottles.

arT farm
The Art Farm in the city is an eco-friendly and organic facility that teaches GBS students
about nature, animals, and how to better care for the planet. Once a month, the Art Farm 
visits the students of Gillen Brewer, bringing along with them animals of all shapes and 
sizes. They taught the students how to hold, pet, and apply appropriate socials skills when 
dealing with each animal. The students met, touched, and
learned about bunnies, chinchillas, frogs, lizards, gerbils,
and much more.

Nina Mortellito and her dog, Lily have been coming to the
Gillen Brewer School for over 9 years. Our Pet Partnership
with Nina and Lily is a program for our preschool classes
that teaches them how to be comfortable around animals.
The students learn the basics of animal care while enjoying
the company of Lily and her owner, Nina. The Bumblebees giving Lily a bath

Students visit the Stanley M. Isaacs
Neighborhood Center 



A hallmark of the Gillen Brewer School is the breadth and depth of the school’s Family 
Program, which includes parents as partners, resources and advocates. Our Family 
Program provides opportunities to work side-by-side with staff — individually and in
groups — around issues relevant to each family's needs.  During various events 
throughout the year, families are given opportunities to become a part of our 
community of learners.

The Parents’ Association is a cornerstone of the Gillen Brewer School community. The 
Parents’ Association is comprised of all Gillen Brewer parents and caregivers, and its role 
is two-fold: to foster a sense of community among Gillen Brewer families and to raise
money for the school. Throughout the year, parent volunteers help to run friend-raising
and fundraising events that bring people together. 

We rely on parent volunteers in order to provide beloved community-building events
such as Winter Family Fun Day, and we ask that every parent give as much as time as 
they are able. Volunteer opportunities abound for those with as little as one hour per
month and as much as every day available to contribute. 

Parent volunteers are also actively involved in the critical fundraising efforts that take
place at the school. The Parents’ Association Fundraising Committee is dedicated 
towards assisting the school in broadening and 
deepening its sources of support. 

Gillen Brewer is lucky to have a hardworking, engaged
group of parent volunteers helping to make the school 
the best place it can be possibly be. We gratefully thank 
our Parents’ Association for their dedication and talent, 
this year and every year. 

THE GILLEN BREWER COMMUNITY
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for more informaTion on 
volunTeerinG, PleaSe conTacT
The develoPmenT office. 

The ParenTS’ 
aSSociaTion iS 

a cornerSTone of The
Gillen Brewer School

communiTy.
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our miSSion

The Gillen Brewer School’s mission is to educate and support 
our students to become confident, independent 

and engaged learners.

We do this by...

Partnering with our families

Providing a nurturing and supportive environment where 
children feel accepted and where learning is fun

Encouraging our students to advocate for themselves while 
being respectful and responsible members of the community

Engaging our students in a comprehensive 12-month 
academic curriculum which incorporates the Common Core 

New York State Standards, while addressing the individual 
learning needs of each child

Providing developmentally appropriate educational opportunities 
and challenges for our students

Integrating speech and language, occupational therapy and 
counseling services into our educational program

Cultivating educators who value a team approach and an 
ongoing commitment to learning

maKinG a difference, 
one child and family aT a Time.

GifTS of caSh
Personal checks and credit card payments are two of the most popular ways to make 
a gift to Gillen Brewer. Checks should be made payable to Gillen Brewer School and 
mailed to:

Gillen Brewer School                                                                                                                                                                              
410 east 92nd Street                                                                                                                                                                         
new york, new york 10128

To pay by credit card, please visit:
www.gillenbrewer.com or 
contact development@gillenbrewer.com 

maTchinG GifTS
Many companies match their employees’ charitable contributions.  For example, if you
donate $5,000 to Gillen Brewer School, your employer may be willing to match your 
generosity — and you’ll be credited with a $10,000 gift.  Some companies will double 
and even triple contributions made by employees and their spouses to nonprofit 
organizations.  You can obtain information and the necessary forms from your employer
and forward these to Gillen Brewer with your gift. 

GifTS of SecuriTieS
Gifts of appreciated stock provide an opportunity to benefit the school with significant
tax advantages for you.  Since the cost of the stock is lower than the actual gift amount,
you can avoid paying a capital gains tax on the stock’s increase in value.  You can also
claim an income tax deduction for the full market value of the stock at the time of 
contribution.  For instructions on transferring securities, contact the development office. 

The Gillen Brewer School Annual Report acknowledges all contributions received
between July 1, 2015 and June 30, 2016.  Every effort has been made to ensure 
its accuracy.  

meeT The develoPmenT Team
You are welcome to contact the development team at any time to ask questions or 
discuss your giving. We can be reached at development@gillenbrewer.com. 

Caitlin Terry, Director of Development and Advancement 
Krista Jacobsen, Development Associate
Joline Robles, Administrative Assistant

WAYS TO MAKE A GIFT

The Gillen Brewer School


